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A Full case study of the flipper, it shows you all the key points to make your site sell quickly and how you

can duplicate the success of the successful flipper. I also go over the costs for setting up your site. For

some people there maybe no cost, for others it could be the cost of design etc but I show you how you

can keep costs low to make a pretty good profit. It's not an ebook, but an actual video about 30 mins long

approximately. There is a PDF file as well, but that is simply to list the resources that I talked about in the

video. ...It's a pretty simple process that almost ANYONE could do Whether you are a newbie to internet

marketing or an experienced guru, this process could be simple, and by following along in the video, you'll

have the knowledge to start creating & flipping immediately. You'll Get All The Secrets In This Amazing

Video So You Can Copy Exactly What This Marketer Is Doing To Make Money... You Too Could Rake In

A Small Fortune Every Month Flipping Websites... Nothing complex, it's not boring & not filled with fluff.

Reseller Licence Terms & Conditions: This Video Product: - Can be sold at any price. - Can be offered as

a bonus to another product for sale - Can be included in a PAID membership site - Can be sold on Ebay

or Other Auction Sites - Can be sold with Personal Use Rights Only - Can be sold with Basic/Standard
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Resale Rights - Can be sold with Transferable Master resale Rights.
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